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Artificial Intelligence



“
The theory and development of computer systems able to perform tasks that 

normally require human intelligence, such as visual perception, speech 
recognition, decision-making, and translation between languages.

Google



When a question is well defined, 
machines can be highly effective 
decision makers
• Product recommendations
• Fraud detection
• Understand simple voice 

commands
• Engaging your audience

Introduction



AI is limited by the training data

You need a large quantity of quality 
data to develop and train your 
models

We are working on ways to mitigate 
the cold start problem

Limitations



Built for the marketer

Guiding Principles for the Intelligence Suite

Drive to customer goals

Marketer-controlled messaging Partner with our customers on the 
journey



Superheros, Not Robots



Our Goal, AI That Works



Engagement Optimization



A self driving car needs to
• Stay in its lane
• Maintain a safe speed and distance
• Change lanes appropriately

Before you have fully automated cars, 
each of the above can provide an 
improved driving experience

Self Driving Cars



At Activate 18, we announced
• Send Time Optimization
• Frequency Optimization
• Channel Optimization

Since then
• We have increase the size of our data science team significantly
• We have invested heavily in a world class data science platform
• We have built, tested, rebuilt, iterated on, and improved our models
• We are in private beta with a handful of customers

Life Since Activate 18



• Hypothesis is emails at the top of inbox are more likely to be opened
• Minimizing the time between send and open
• Mathematically, we’re looking for function that minimizes the above 

equation

Send Time Optimization



REPLACE ME



• Hypothesis is too many emails will cause people to stop opening and 
eventually unsubscribe

• Want a send frequency that maximize clicks and opens while minimizing 
unsubscribes

Frequency Optimization



REPLACE ME



• Hypothesis is too many emails will cause people to stop opening and 
eventually unsubscribe

• Want to send on a channel that maximize clicks and opens while minimizing 
unsubscribes

Channel Optimization



REPLACE ME







STO, FrO, an ChO are all trying to optimize the same things
• Maximize opens, clicks, and conversions
• Minimize unsubscribes

It’s is about engaging your customers by sending messages at the right time, 
on the right channel, and at the right frequency so the recipient isn’t 
overwhelmed and opportunity isn’t lost

Engagement Optimization is part of the Iterable Intelligence Suite

Ultimately, It’s About Engagement



What’s Next For The
Intelligence Suite?



Initially for our E-Commerce partners
• Magento
• Shopify

The team has extensive Retail experience, 
including Macy’s and Westfield Malls

Product Recommendations



Brand Affinity Scoring

• Classify users based on how they 
interact with your brand

• Intelligent segmentation, and so 
much more
• Identify Power users to maximize 

retention
• Track customers who are likely to 

churn



Ask the Product Expert Meetup

2:30 PM in the Gold Ballroom



Q&A


